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Household Top Loading Washing Machine 

 

Household top loading washing machine is wash 

clean and more affordable. Good washing effect, 

strong power, no secondary pollution in 

dehydration process, better cleaning effect. 

Household top loading washing machine spray 

bleaching technology, dehydration at the same 

time spray, quickly wash away the residual stains 

and detergents, energy-saving water. Reduce 

winding and 360 degree care. 

 

 

Product Description 

China Household Top Loading Washing Machine Manufacturers and Suppliers 

Called cnsandie with Cheap Price 

We have been convinced that with joint attempts, the business enterprise between us will 

bring us mutual benefits. We could guarantee you product or service good quality and 

aggressive value for Supply OEM China Household Top Loading Washing Machine, We 

are sincere and open. We look forward to your visit and setting up trustworthy and 

long-term standing partnership. 

 

Supply OEM China Washing Machine and Washing Machines price, Our company has a 

skillful sales team, strong economic foundation, great technical force, advanced 

equipment, complete testing means, and excellent after-sales services. Our goods have 

beautiful appearance, fine workmanship and superior quality and win the unanimous 

approvals of the customers all over the world. 

 

Household top loading washing machine is wash clean and more affordable. Good 

washing effect, strong power, no secondary pollution in dehydration process, better 

cleaning effect. Household top loading washing machine spray bleaching technology, 

dehydration at the same time spray, quickly wash away the residual stains and detergents, 

energy-saving water. Reduce winding and 360 degree care. Produce outward rolling 

water flow, break up clothes, effectively clean. 

 

Moedel: XPB85-2008S(85FS)  

Wash Capacity: 8.0Kg 

Spin Capacity: 4.5 Kg 

Wash Power: 400 W 

Spin Power: 200 W 
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Voltage: 110V/60Hz  ~  220V/50Hz 

Product Size: 760*450*850mm 

Packing Size: 780*480*870mm 

N.W./G.W.: 19.5/24.0 KG 

MOQ/40HQ Container: 208 PCS 

  

Product Features 

1. Household top loading washing machine is wash clean and more affordable. Good 

washing effect, strong power, no secondary pollution in dehydration process, better 

cleaning effect. 

 

 

2. Household top loading washing machine spray bleaching technology, dehydration at 

the same time spray, quickly wash away the residual stains and detergents, 

energy-saving water. 

 

 

3. Reduce winding and 360 degree care. Produce outward rolling water flow, break up 

clothes, effectively clean. 

 

 

4. Household top loading washing machine adopt dual motor, elution unit power lasting. 

The dehydration and washing motors adopt the original quality motor with stable and 

powerful power, and equipped with thermal protector, which can effectively avoid the 

hidden dangers such as stalling, rusting, burning, etc. 

 

 

5. Excellent energy saving, water and electricity saving. High efficiency motor, using 

higher standards, to ensure clean laundry and more energy saving at the same time. 

 

 

6. Household top loading washing machine use printed door cover, beauty in life. The 

washing process is no longer monotonous and rigid. Art flowers decorate the appearance 

of the door cover by spray painting technology, which is beautiful and can prevent wear 

and tear. 

 

 

7. Household top loading washing machine don't worry about washing clothes any more. 

Easy to handle curtains, sofa covers, four sets, etc., with larger capacity, stronger washing, 

time and labor saving. 
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FAQ 

 

1. Are you a trading company or factory? 

Yes,we are manufacturer,our factory is located in Ningbo,Zhejiang. Welcome to visit our 

showroom,office and workshop. 

2. What is your guarantee? 

We provide 1% free spare of order amountquantity along with the container.  

3. What is your MOQ? 

1*40HQ container. 

4. What is your payment method? 

*T/T(30% deposit,70% balance before shipment)  

*L/C: 100% irrevercable L/C at sight 

5. What is your Trade Terms? 

Full container,FOB Ningbo. 

6. Can you make our brand? 

OEM is available. 

7. Do you provide sample? 

Yes, we do. 

8. Can you provide CKD/SKD of your products? 
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Yes, we can. 

9. Which certificate do you have? 

CE CB ROSH CCC ISO9001 

10.  How long is your delivery time? 

20-35 days. 

 

 

 


